"PION FACTORY" is commonly understood to mean an accelerator which produces a proton beam of at least 100 pA average current, at an energy above 400 MeV.
operation, and a fourth is being constructed near Moscow. These beam intensities are several orders of magnitude more than for the synchrocyclotrons which they replaced. The secondary beams of pions produced are certainly of primary interest, but also important have been the beams of protons and neutrons, muons, and fluxes of neutrinos available.
A number of specialized beams have grown up around these facilities. They include chopped proton and neutron beams, surface muon beams, polarized proton and neutron beams, etc. The LAMPF beam stop is a source of electron neutrinos with a flux of %5 x 107v Is-cm2 at a e distance of 8 meters and a primary proton current of 1 mA. (Actual proton beams at the dump are presently about 400 ,A.) High resolution spectrometers for pnucleus reactions, for r-single and double charge exchange reactions, for pionic and muonic atomic are in use. Large detectors for rare decay searches, for neutrino studies, etc., have been built and operated.
That the discipline of medium-energy science is thriving as a result of all these activities is documented by the many recent conferences on high-energy physics and nuclear structure, specialized conferences, and monographs.1
LAMPF Improvements
The major addition planned for the near-term at LAMPF is a proton storage ring for 800-MeV protons, which will be used in either a long bunch mode to produce thermal neutrons, or in a short bunch mode to produce intense short bursts of neutrons 
Kaon Factories
This term, rat:her a misnomer, is used for proton machines in the energy region 8 to 30 GeV, which are to offer orders of magnitude improvement in average current over existing facilities in this energy interval.
At Los Alamos, a fast cycling synchrotron injected with H-from LAMIPF has been discussed repeatedly.4 The Fermilab booster synchrotron has been proposed as a kaon factory.5 Table I 
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To increase the duty factor of the synchrotron, the beam may be transferred to a dc ring having the same circumference and installed in the synchrotron tunnel.
This ring could very well use superconducting magnets.
TRIUMF Plans
At Vancouver, some of the TRIUMF staff have been studying accelerators which, using the present cyclotron as an injector, would produce beams of 8 to 20 GeV. 8 The CANUCK scheme envisages a 3-GeV ring cyclotron and an 8.5-GeV ring cyclotron in series, probably employing superconducting magnets. The current would be 400 VA.
Another scheme would use a fast cycling synchrotron with a final energy of 20 GeV. Still another possibility being studied is a rapid cycling 3 
